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Reality Math 
Dot Sulock, University of North Carolina at Asheville 
 
False Positives II 
 
             Suppose that a test for HIV is 99.9% correct.  If all the people in the US are 
tested for HIV, what is the probability that a random person who tests positive actually 
does not have HIV?  We will figure this out. 
 
According to the Kaiser foundation, there are 1.2 million cases of HIV or AIDS in the 
US.  http://www.kff.org/hivaids/upload/3029-071.pdf 
 
Assume the US population is 300 million with 1.2 million residents having HIV.  
Although these numbers are all approximate, do not round off in this problem so that the 
numbers all add up right. 

 
Of the US Residents that have HIV, 99.9% will correctly test positive, “true positives,” 
and 0.1% will incorrectly test negative, “false negatives.” 
 
 1.  Determine the number of true positives. 
 
 2.  Determine the number of false negatives. 
 

3.  How many US Residents do not have HIV?  
 

Of the US Residents that do not have HIV, 99.9% will test negative which is a “true 
negative” and the other 0.1% will incorrectly test positive which is a “false positive.” 

 
4.  Determine the number of False Positives.  
 
5.  Determine the number of True Negatives. 
 

 Negatives Positives 
True   

 
False   

 
Total   

 
 
  
Notice that everyone in the true row tested right and everyone in the false row tested 
wrong.  Notice the diagonals add up to 1.2 million and 298.8 million. 
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 6.  How many people in total tested  
  (a) positive for HIV?  
  (b) negative for HIV? 
  (c) Since everyone tested either positive or negative, the answers to (a)  
  and (b) must add up to what? 
 
 7.  Let’s think about the positives.  
  (a) How many of the positives were “true positives”?   
             (b)  What percent of the positives were “true positives”?  
             (c) If a person who has tested positive is randomly chosen, what is the  
             probability that the person actually has HIV? 
 
 8.          (a) How many people in the US who do not have HIV will test positive?  
              (b) What percent of the positives are false positives?   
              (c) What is the probability that a random person who tests positive for  
  HIV does not have HIV? 
 
 If you already know whether or not a person has HIV, the questions are easier.  
What is the chance that a person with HIV will test positive?  99.9%, the accuracy of the 
test.  However, when you are testing for HIV, you are looking at the test results not 
knowing the true state of the person being tested. 
  
 9.   (a)  What is the chance that a person without HIV will test positive?  
    (b) What is the probability that a random positive will be false?  
  (c) What is the probability that a random negative will be false?  
 
 10.   If a person has HIV but tests negative, the negative is a false negative.  
  (a) What is the real world consequence of a “false negative” for HIV? 
  (b)  What percent of the negatives are false? 
            (c) What is the probability that a person with HIV will test negative? 
            (d)  Which is more worrisome to you,  a “false negative” or a “false  
  positive”?  Explain. 
 
 
 
 
	  
 
 


